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Abstract: In recent years, increasing attention has been devoted to cryptocurrencies, owing to
their great development and valorization. In this study, we propose to analyse four of the major
cryptocurrencies, based on their market capitalization and data availability: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple,
and Litecoin. We apply detrended fluctuation analysis (the regular one and with a sliding windows
approach) and detrended cross-correlation analysis and the respective correlation coefficient. We
find that Bitcoin and Ripple seem to behave as efficient financial assets, while Ethereum and Litecoin
present some evidence of persistence. When correlating Bitcoin with the other cryptocurrencies
under analysis, we find that for short time scales, all the cryptocurrencies have statistically significant
correlations with Bitcoin, although Ripple has the highest correlations. For higher time scales, Ripple
is the only cryptocurrency with significant correlation.

Keywords: cryptocurrencies; detrended cross-correlation analysis; detrended fluctuation
analysis; efficiency

JEL Classification: C10; G10

1. Introduction

Technological advances introduce new financial products and services to the market, as well
as new investment possibilities, with the emergence of new investors who seek the possibility of
increasing their income through new technologies. One of the new markets emerging in recent years
is that of virtual currencies, also known as cryptocurrencies. Although a new investment market, it
promises to revolutionize the currency market, at the same time as meeting its investors’ return needs.

The rapid development of cryptocurrencies has also attracted researchers’ attention, with an
increasing body of literature on this issue (see Urquhart 2018 or Corbet et al. 2018, among others).
Besides studies devoted to analysis of the evolution of cryptocurrencies’ prices and/or returns, which
will be dealt with in the next section, other studies analyse different issues, ranging from the regulation
of cryptocurrencies (see, for example, Chaffee 2018 or Li et al. 2019) to the possible links to illicit
activities (see Van Wegberg et al. 2018 or Campbell-Verduyn 2018).

In this paper, we apply two different techniques (detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) and
detrended cross-correlation analysis (DCCA)) aiming to analyse the fluctuations of the main
cryptocurrencies’ prices. We choose to analyse the behaviour of Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, and
Litecoin, because they are among the cryptocurrencies with greater capitalization and are also among
those with greater data availability.
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We start by analysing the existence of dependence in each of the individual time series with the
simple DFA. With this technique, we can evaluate the dependence of a given time series as a whole.
Transposing the analysis to a financial time series, we can see whether there is support for the efficient
market hypothesis. As the cryptocurrency market has evolved very quickly, however, it is useful to
analyse whether dependence has also evolved over time. With this objective, we also develop a sliding
windows approach for the DFA, and can thus see whether or not the four cryptocurrencies studied are
now nearer to the efficient pattern.

The main motivation of the paper is to understand the evolution of dependence in the main
cryptocurrencies over time and understand if, after the fall in the price of cryptocurrencies at the end
of 2017, some changes occurred. In particular, as we employ a sliding windows approach, we can
evaluate whether that price shock changed the pattern of efficiency of the cryptocurrencies analysed.
Finally, with the application of DCCA and its correlation coefficient, we can evaluate the correlation
between cryptocurrencies, with the advantage of getting results for different time scales (in this case,
we correlate Bitcoin with the others). This paper will contribute to the existing literature not only
by extending analysis of the major cryptocurrencies, but also by conducting a dynamic analysis of
efficiency, which could help in the continuous monitoring of this property for these assets.

Our main results point to some evidence of efficiency of Bitcoin and Ripple, although after the
decrease in price at the end of 2017, all cryptocurrencies show evidence of persistence. We also found
that in the short run, Ripple, Ethereum, and Litecoin are correlated with Bitcoin, but in the long run,
only the first shows a significant correlation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief literature review
about the issues under analysis; Section 3 explains the data and the methodologies used in this work;
Section 4 presents the results; and Section 5 concludes.

2. Brief Literature Review

According to the Bank for International Settlements (2015), cryptocurrencies are forms of virtual
money, which rely on cryptographic methods to ensure the creation and distribution of value in a
secure way, through a network of computers. Cryptocurrencies, rather than relying on a centralized
bank or monetary authority, depend on encryption, algorithms, and peer-to-peer technologies to
allow users to safely transfer money without going through any intermediary. The first decentralized
cryptocurrency appeared in 2009, named Bitcoin, and since then, more than 500 cryptocurrencies have
been developed.

On the basis of total market capitalization and data availability, we chose to analyse four of
the major cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, and Litecoin. We started by analysing the
dependence of those time series, which is associated with the concept of market efficiency, the very
well-known concept of Fama (1970) and his efficient market hypothesis (EMH). According to the
author, an efficient market is one in which prices reflect all the available information of a given asset,
with it not being possible to predict any future price based on historical information, that is, market
prices are unpredictable and random.

Despite identification of the EMH by Fama, the notion that stock prices have a random behaviour
was not new; in the 19th century, a French economist worked with stochastic models of price (Jovanovic
and Gall 2001) and, in 1900, Bachelier concluded that the prices of French government bonds were
also random variables (Bachelier [1900] 1964). From then on, and until the identification of the EMH
by Fama, many other researchers investigated price movements in financial markets, supporting the
possibility of randomness (see, for example, Osborne 1959, 1962; Granger and Morgenstern 1963; and
Samuelson 1965, among others). However, some work identified the possibility of some inconsistency
with the random walk, finding some stylized facts in financial data such as leptokurcity or volatility
clustering (Mandelbrot 1963; Mandelbrot and Wallis 1969).

The EMH presented by Fama (1970) became a cornerstone of empirical and theoretical finance,
with some discussion and controversy in the financial literature, namely the use of martingales rather
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than random walks to explain prices, because martingales are less restrictive models, only requiring that
the first moment of returns is independent from the available information. Higher moments might still
be predictable using past information, but this feature does not necessarily imply non-validation of the
EMH, meaning that non-linearities and time dependence could be identified without non-verification
of the EMH (Andreou Elena and Spanos 2001; McCauley et al. 2008).

Our objective is not to make an extensive review of the EMH, given the vast number of studies
about this topic in the literature. For example, Yen and Lee (2008) identified that most studies support
the EMH, despite some contradictory results.

In the specific case of cryptocurrencies, some work is devoted to analysing the efficiency of this
particular market, such as the studies by Urquhart (2016), Bariviera (2017), Nadarajah and Chu (2017),
or Tiwari et al. (2018). Generally, these authors find that cryptocurrencies do not follow the EMH.
Recently, there has been some evidence of increased efficiency in this particular market (Khuntia and
Pattanayak 2018).

The analysis of efficiency in cryptocurrencies is contained in an increasing body of literature
on this particular type of asset, with Kyriazis (2019) making a very comprehensive survey. In the
diversity of studies, several papers use fractal methodologies. For example, Urquhart (2016), Bariviera
(2017), Bariviera et al. (2017), Tiwari et al. (2018), or Zhang et al. (2018a, 2018b) and Zhang et al.
(2019) also used DFA, while Lahmiri and Bekiros (2018) used a multifractal modification of DFA.
Estimation of Hurst exponents, with methods other than DFA, is carried out by Jiang et al. (2018) and
Zhang et al. (2019) (also using a sliding windows approach) and Köchling et al. (2018) (jointly with
other methodologies). El Alaoui et al. (2018) also used multifractality, but with DCCA. Generally,
those studies conclude that cryptocurrencies are inefficient, although in some cases, that inefficiency
decreases over time.

Another type of study in financial markets is the analysis of correlation between financial assets.
In the beginning, correlation analysis used essentially linear approaches, but with the development of
methodologies and the evolution of computational capacity, other different approaches were created,
such as the one that will be used here. Regarding the particular case of the cryptocurrency market,
Antonakakis et al. (2019) and Silva et al. (2019) are some examples of studies analysing the behaviour
between different cryptocurrencies.

A final note, which is important when we are analysing the EMH, is that despite finding deviations
from the expected behaviour of prices, regardless of considering random walks or martingales, no
study is known to confirm rejection of the EMH. This is an important note because even in the presence
of some kind of dependence, we cannot infer directly that investors could obtain systematically
abnormal profits.

3. Methodology and Data

The cryptocurrency market can be considered as a new economic and financial instrument
(Bartos 2015). As such, and as it involves several agents and sources of uncertainty, it could be
considered as a complex system. Owing to that complexity, associated with possible non-linearity, the
use of conventional methods might not be adequate, and methods related to Econophysics could give
a better explanation of variables (Chakrabarti et al. 2006).

Aiming to assess the multi-scale autocorrelation of each individual cryptocurrency, we use
detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA), proposed by Peng et al. (1994). Originally used to study natural
phenomena (besides the original work, see (Peng et al. 1995)), it has also been used in financial markets.
Because it can measure the dependence of a given time series, it could be used to analyse the possible
confirmation of the EMH. On the basis of a given time series xt of length N, DFA starts by integrating
the time series, that is, calculating

Xt =
t∑

i=1

(xi − x), (1)
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where 〈x〉 is the observed mean value. Xt is the cumulative sum or profile of the original time series,
which is then divided into time windows of length n. On those windows, ordinary least squares are
used to calculate the local trend and, after detrending Equation (1) with the calculated trend, allow us
to obtain the fluctuation function given by the following:

F(n) =

√√√
1
N

N∑
t=1

(
Xt − X̃t

)2
, (2)

where X̃t is the trend. The process is repeated for the different window sizes of dimension n, and the
log–log relationship between F(n) and n is a power-law equal to F(n) ∝ nα, where the α exponent is
the relevant parameter to obtain, and could be interpreted as follows: an α = 0.5 indicates that the time
series could be described by a random walk (in this case, meaning that the given financial market could
be considered as efficient); if 0.5 < α < 1, a positive long-range dependence exists in the time series, that
is, it has persistent behaviour; if α < 0.5, this indicates the existence of negative long-range dependence
(the time series is anti-persistent). A value of α = 1 identifies a pink noise and α > 1 indicates that the
long-range dependence is not explained by a power law, but these two results are not usually found in
financial time series.

As previously mentioned, DFA has already been used in financial data, for example, in the
work of Cao and Zhang (2015), Anagnostidis et al. (2016), or Ferreira et al. (2017), to identify only
some recent work. Even in the case of cryptocurrencies, we have the examples of the work by
Al-Yahyaee et al. (2018), Zhang et al. (2018a, 2018b), or Alvarez-Ramirez et al. (2018).

As we also want to analyse the evolution of the DFA exponent, we apply a sliding windows
approach. In this case, we transform our whole sample in sequential samples of 1000 observations,
that is, starting by calculating the DFA for the sample from t = 1, . . . , 1000; then for t = 2, . . . , 1001;
and so on. The use of such windows sizes is a regular choice, and it is also usual to find this kind of
approach in financial studies (see Carbone Anna and Stanley 2004). In this case, we create a time series
of α exponents, which allows us to assess the evolution of the dependence behaviour over time. Other
studies applying this methodology to financial data are those by Cajueiro and Tabak (2004a, 2004b,
2006, 2008a, 2008b).

On the basis of these time series, we apply the efficiency index (EI) defined by Kristoufek and
Vosvrda (2013), and given by

EI =

√∑N

i=1

(
Mi −M∗

Ri

)2

, (3)

where Mi is each of the values for the DFA exponent, M* is the expected value for market efficiency
(0.5 in the case of DFA), and Ri the range of the measure (in the case of DFA, equal to 1). Calculating
the EI, we have the most efficient asset as the one with the lowest value.

To analyse the correlation between Bitcoin and the other major cryptocurrencies, we will use
detrended cross-correlation analysis (DCCA). Proposed by Podobnik and Stanley (2008), DCCA has
some similarities with the DFA, both in the properties (allowing evaluation of correlations for different
time scales) and in the different steps. So, based on the original time series Xt and Yt, it starts by
integrating both series, similarly to the procedure described in Equation (1). Series are also divided
into time windows of length n, detrended based on the trend calculated by the ordinary least squares
and used to calculate covariance of the residuals,

f 2
DCCA(n) =

1
n− 1

∑i+n

k=i
(xk − x̃k)(yk − ỹk), (4)
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which are the basis for calculating the detrended covariance given by

F2
DCCA(n) =

1
N − n

N−n∑
i=1

f 2
DCCA. (5)

The process is repeated for all length boxes and the DCCA exponent given by a power law.
However, we are not using the DCCA exponent. As we are interested in measuring the degree of the
relationship, we apply the correlation coefficient created by Zebende (2011) and given by

ρDCCA =
F2

DCCA
FDFA{x}FDFA{y}

. (6)

This correlation coefficient combines DFA and DCCA to have a coefficient with the desired
properties, among others, being efficient and ranging between −1 and 1 (see Kristoufek 2014 and
Zhao et al. 2017). Some applications of this technique in finance are found, for example, in Ferreira
and Dionísio (2015), Ferreira et al. (2016, 2019), or Pereira Éder et al. (2018). We test the significance of
the correlations by applying the procedure proposed by Podobnik et al. (2011).

As previously mentioned, we analyse the behaviour of Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, and Litecoin,
owing to their great capitalization at the moment of data retrieval, but also based on data availability,
according to the website https://coinmarketcap.com. Table 1 describes the information analysed.

Table 1. Cryptocurrencies under analysis.

Cryptocurrency Period Observations

Bitcoin (BTC) 16 July 2010–5 April 2019 3185
Ethereum (ETH) 6 August 2015–5 April 2019 1338

Ripple (XRP) 21 January 2015–5 April 2019 1536
Litecoin (LTC) 23 October 2013–5 April 2019 1990

The sample we use is different for each of the four cryptocurrencies under analysis, and is obtained
according to availability, because each cryptocurrency has a different date of creation. Although many
other cryptocurrencies have available data, as we use a sliding windows approach (with windows of
1000 observations), we need samples that allow us not only to reach the size of the window, but also to
ensure that we will have sufficient results to analyse the evolution of the DFA exponents. Therefore, we
fixed the starting day of the analysis as August 2015, in order to also use the information for Ethereum,
and allow the analysis of three other major cryptocurrencies.

4. Results

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the prices of the cryptocurrencies under analysis. Prices are seen
to reach a peak at the end of 2017/beginning of 2018. On the basis of those prices, we calculated the
logarithmic returns, with Table 2 showing the respective descriptive statistics. All the cryptocurrencies
increased their values, with Bitcoin attaining the highest mean. Minimum and maximum values show
that extreme changes occurred, with three of the four cryptocurrencies showing positive skewness,
that is, with higher returns more frequent than lower returns. The exception was Ethereum, which
shows a negative skew, in this case meaning that negative returns are more frequent. The fact that this
is the newest cryptocurrency in the study could explain this result, as it reached the fall in price in this
market more quickly. Finally, all the currencies show very high kurtosis values, meaning they have
leptokurtic distributions, which is a common stylized fact in financial markets.

https://coinmarketcap.com
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for returns.

Bitcoin Ethereum Ripple Litecoin

Mean 0.0036 0.0030 0.0021 0.0017
Std. Dev. 0.0676 0.0757 0.1083 0.0765
Minimum −0.8488 −0.9163 −0.9973 −0.9345
Maximum 1.4744 0.3830 1.0280 0.8904
Skewness 2.9622 −1.1293 0.8260 0.6468
Kurtosis 93.1595 18.8855 23.2271 33.8733
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Figure 1. Evolution of prices of cryptocurrencies under analysis.

We continue our analysis by applying the DFA to the whole sample of each cryptocurrency
(Table 3). Analysing the exponents, we can conclude that, for the whole sample, Bitcoin and Ethereum
showed a positive long-range correlation (0.5 < α < 1), while Ripple and Litecoin presented a negative
long-range correlation (α < 0.5), although in the case of Ripple, it is very near to the 0.5 level. Analysing
the available sample, Ripple seems to be the most efficient cryptocurrency, followed by Bitcoin, while
Ethereum and Litecoin are more distant from that pattern.

The previous exponents identify the dependence of the whole time series, but aiming to analyse
that dependence dynamically, we performed a sliding windows DFA, based on windows of 1000
observations. With this analysis, we are able to understand the evolution of those exponents over time.

Table 3. Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) exponents.

Cryptocurrency DFA Exponent

Bitcoin (BTC) 0.5166 ± 0.0076
Ethereum (ETH) 0.5347 ± 0.0111

Ripple (XRP) 0.4980 ± 0.0124
Litecoin (LTC) 0.4439 ± 0.0051

The results presented in Figure 2, where black lines represent the evolution of the DFA exponents
over time and red bars the standard deviations of the DFA estimations, are interesting. Firstly, the fact
that Bitcoin, during a significant part of the sample, has DFA exponents around the 0.5 level, while this
does not happen with any of the other cryptocurrencies. In fact, Ethereum always has a persistent
behaviour, while Litecoin and Ripple passed from an anti-persistent behaviour to a persistent one. The
most interesting feature is that in the final part of the sample, after the drop in cryptocurrency prices,
most of the exponents are positive.
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Application of the efficiency index (EI), with the results presented in Table 4, allows us to conclude
that Litecoin and Ethereum are the least efficient cryptocurrencies, as they have the highest EI levels,
while Bitcoin and Ripple have relatively similar results, although with a slight advantage for Bitcoin.

Table 4. Efficiency index (EI).

Cryptocurrency Efficiency Index (EI)

Bitcoin (BTC) 0.0026
Ethereum (ETH) 0.0061

Ripple (XRP) 0.0027
Litecoin (LTC) 0.0089

Still based on the DFA exponents, we use the methodology of Ferreira (2018) to analyse the
significance of the Hurst exponents. On the basis of the estimations of the Hurst exponents and the
standard deviations (given by α̃ and s.d.(α̃), respectively), the statistic test of t = α̃−0.5

s.d.(α̃) allows us
to test the hypothesis of each parameter being equal to 0.5. The results are presented in Figure 3,
where dashed lines represent the critical values, meaning that if the statistic is inside those bands, the
hypothesis of an exponent equal to 0.5 is not rejected. The results allow us to conclude that Bitcoin
seems to have an efficient behaviour during most of the sample, although at the end of the sample,
there is less evidence. For the remaining cryptocurrencies, the test confirms the idea of inefficiency, at
least when compared with Bitcoin (although Litecoin, during part of the sample, has statistical values
under the dashed lines).
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We conclude our statistical analysis by applying the DCCA correlation coefficient between Bitcoin
and the other cryptocurrencies, with the results presented in Figure 4. Ripple has the highest correlation
with Bitcoin, with a significant level over all the time scales. For shorter time scales, Ethereum has
higher correlation than Litecoin, but around the time scale of 100 days, that position changes, and
for about 110 days, the correlations are no longer significant, meaning that in the long term, those
cryptocurrencies are not significantly correlated with Bitcoin.
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Figure 4. Detrended cross-correlation analysis (DCCA) correlation coefficients between Bitcoin and the
other cryptocurrencies. The dashed line represents the critical value (UL—upper limit), considering a
significance level of 95%, to test the absence of correlation.

Here, we would like to make a comparison with the results of Zhang et al. (2019), who also
measured the Hurst exponent of the same four cryptocurrencies with a sliding windows approach, but
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using high frequency intraday data. Considering the dependence levels, the main difference in that
study is that Ethereum and Bitcoin show similar patterns. The fact that the total sample is smaller (the
dataset is just for part of 2017) and the use of high frequency data could justify the differences, all the
more so because the authors clearly identify that for short time windows, the cryptocurrencies seem to
be efficient.

Also for the correlation pattern, the study by Zhang et al. (2019) shows different results, identifying
some differences, namely a stronger connection between Ethereum and Bitcoin. Besides the already
mentioned difference of sample and type of data, in this particular case, the authors use the Pearson
correlation, while in our study, we use a different correlation measure, which is more general and
measures not only linear, but also non-linear correlations.

5. Concluding Remarks

We proposed to analyse the major cryptocurrencies, according to their market capitalization,
using different methodologies. The use of DFA, specifically the sliding windows approach, allows
us to identify the evolution of dependence of each of the cryptocurrencies over time, which could be
related with the efficiency of those assets. In addition, the use of DCCA, as proposed, identifies how
Ethereum, Litecoin, and Ripple correlate with Bitcoin. For a better understanding of our conclusions,
we split our final section into three sub-sections.

5.1. Main Conclusions

The analysis of DFA and the use of sliding windows allow us to draw conclusions about the
evolution of the dependence of the cryptocurrencies studied. One of the findings of our study is that
Bitcoin seems to be the most efficient cryptocurrency. This is not a surprising result, as it is in line
with previous studies, but also because Bitcoin is the most mature cryptocurrency. In fact, although
currently having a higher market capitalization, the other cryptocurrencies are younger. Their lack of
maturity compared with Bitcoin could help to explain these results.

Still regarding the results of DFA, it is interesting to note that at the end of 2017, Bitcoin’s pattern of
dependence changed, moving to persistent behaviour (despite some recovery at the end of the sample).
The sharp decrease in prices at the end of 2017 could have caused market instability. Interestingly,
Litecoin and Ripple also had the same increase in persistence, showing that those cryptocurrencies had
the same effect. In the case of Ethereum, the whole sample shows the same persistent pattern. The
smaller sample and the window size used could explain this result.

Regarding the correlations, all the cryptocurrencies studied are correlated with Bitcoin, with
Ripple presenting the strongest correlation. However, the significance levels are different considering
the different time scales. While for short time scales, the correlations are all significant (despite Litecoin
having relatively low correlation levels), for long time scales, the only significant correlations are those
of Ripple. So in the long run, it is possible to conclude that Litecoin and Ethereum are not correlated
with Bitcoin.

5.2. Potential Implications for Markets and Investors

The evidence of dependence in the different cryptocurrencies could have practical implications
for how markets work, as dependencies could raise the possibility of some kind of predictability. The
existence of persistence, meaning that a given outcome is more likely to occur in the following period,
could provide some information for market agents. Moreover, the fact that some cryptocurrencies
could have a higher signal of inefficiency could also give information about where to make investments,
if wanting to focus on the cryptocurrency market.

Despite the apparent evidence of inefficiency, and as previously identified, some caution is
necessary, as this might not necessarily mean a capacity for abnormal profits, because this depends
on issues like liquidity or even transaction costs. Moreover, as also mentioned, the different
cryptocurrencies are not at the same stage of maturity. Finally, the high recognition of Bitcoin
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compared with other cryptocurrencies should not be ignored. This together with the different degree
of maturity could have implications, for example, for liquidity.

Regarding the results of the correlations, it is important to identify firstly the connection of the
different cryptocurrencies to Bitcoin. Although to different degrees, and while the correlation is higher
in the short run, the connection between those assets is important for agents’ investment decisions.
Further, if in the short run, the correlations are significant, in some cases in the long run, they are not,
which could be used for diversification purposes, if the option is to invest in this particular market.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research

Despite the interesting results, the main limitation of this study is the reduced size of the sample
of some cryptocurrencies. This happens because some of the cryptocurrencies analysed are relatively
recent in the market (and other unused ones have fewer observations). Following the apparent success
of this new financial market, many new cryptocurrencies appear and, for the newer ones, some
immaturity of the asset could lead to the existence of persistence in the market. These features should
be taken into account and conclusions should be made cautiously.

Another limitation is the correlation approach, just in this particular market. As mentioned
above, the existence of non-significant correlations could be used for diversification purposes, although
this is true only in this particular market. Obviously, if the objective is to analyse the possibility of
diversification with other assets, the analysis should be deepened and should include those assets,
this being a possibility for future research. Continuous monitoring of the DFA exponents could
also be used in the future to analyse the possibility of predicting other price bubbles. Finally, the
use of high frequency data could also be used to extend the kind of analysis made, for example,
by Zhang et al. (2019).
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